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Fiction

THE LAST CONVICT
Anthony Hill

The life and times of Samuel
Speed, believed to be the last of
the transported convicts to die in
Australia.
$33.00

THE DISAPPEARANCE OF
STEPHANIE MAILER
Joel Dicker
A new thriller from the author
of The Truth about the Harry
Quebert Affair.
$33.00

A ROOM CALLED EARTH
Madeleine Ryan
A magical and miraculous
adventure inside the mind of an
autistic woman. Humorous and
heart warming, and
$30.00
brimming with joy!

SHELTER
Catherine Jinks
An unnerving new thriller from the
inimitable Catherine Jinks.
Have you locked the doors?

Sara
THE WILD SILENCE
Raynor Winn

Sue
RETURN TO ULURU
Mark McKenna
A killing. A hidden history. A story
that goes to the heart of the
nation.

Ruby
MAYFLIES
Andrew O’Hagan
A heartbreaking novel of an
extraordinary lifelong friendship.

$33.00

Staff Picks

Alison
WAKING ROMEO
Kathryn Barker
Romeo and Juliet meets Wuthering
Heights in a new dystopian novel
about fate, love and time travel.
Ages 14+

A follow-up to the successful Costa
prize shortlister, The Salt Path, and
the continued, powerful true story
of the couple who lost everything.

$35.00

$35.00

$20.00

Janice’s Pick

Julie’s Pick

GARDENS ON THE EDGE
Christine Reid & Simon Griffiths

THE DEATH OF FRANCIS BACON
Max Porter
Julie’s favourite author writing about
one of her favourite painters?! She’s a
little excited…..!
Madrid. Unfinished. Man Dying.
A great painter lies on his deathbed.
Max Porter translates into seven
extraordinary written pictures the
explosive final workings of the artist’s
mind.
$15.00

18 stunning Australian gardens, each bordering a natural
'frontier', including rainforest, river, desert, bushland,
saltbush plains, volcanic lake, mountain ranges and the
ocean's edge.

$60.00

$30.00
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Non Fiction

RESET
Ross Garnaut

How can the COVID-19 crisis offer
Australia the opportunity to reset
its economy and build a successful
future?
$33.00

THE SOUL OF A WOMAN
Isabel Allende

A wise and defiant new memoir
from Allende. A meditation on
power, feminism and what it
means to be a woman.
$23.00

LAND
Simon Winchester
How the Hunger for Ownership
Shaped the Modern World.
$35.00

KATE KELLY
Rebecca Wilson
Kate Kelly has always been overshadowed by her famous brother
Ned, but the talented young woman was a popular public
figure in her own right.
$33.00

Kids

BECOMING: ADAPTED FOR
YOUNGER READERS
Michelle Obama
A memoir by former first lady of
the United States, Michelle Obama.
With a new introduction from Mrs
Obama herself.
$30.00

BLUE FLOWER
Sonya Hartnett & Gabriel Evans
A beautiful picture book about selfesteem, resilience and the
discovery that being different can
be something wonderful.
$25.00

DINOSAURS ARE NOT EXTINCT

Drew Sheneman
For the budding Paleontologists out
there! Everything you need to know
and never thought to ask about
dinosaurs.

CHAIN OF IRON
Cassandra Clare
The Shadowhunters must catch a
killer in Edwardian London in this
dangerous and romantic sequel to
Chain of Gold.

$30.00

$28.00

Autumn Feasting
LOCAL AUTHOR!
TWIST AND KNOT
Ursula Nixon
Over several decades, local luminary
Ursula Nixon has written poetry to
share with friends and fellow poets.
The poems in Twist and Knot range
from perspectives of places, people,
emotions, experiences and the natural
world to social comment and the taste
of grief, anticipated or actual.
$18.00

The Book Nook Gallery

Inga Simpson
Photographs

ONE POT, PAN, PLANET
Anna Jones
Julie’s favourite vegetarian cook Anna Jones
blazes the trail again for how we all want to
cook now: quick, sustainably and stylishly.
Anna gives you practical advice and shows
how every small change in planning,
shopping and reducing waste will make a
difference. There are also 100 recipes for
using up any amount of your most-eaten veg
and ideas to help you use the foods that most
often end up being thrown away. This book is
good for you, your pocket and
$50.00
the planet!
THE ARTISAN KITCHEN
James Strawbridge
A compendium of traditional preserving and
outdoor cooking projects with contemporary
flair. Giving a modern twist to age-old
techniques, this book shows how to master 25
preserving and cooking processes, from
fermenting to cheese making, hot smoking to
sourdough baking.

$50.00

